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CAM 2 MS

FM [Off Screen]
Wait, what happened? No one can reach
the interviewer, what should we do? Umm
okay you.

PA [Off Screen]
Wait me no way I have nothing to say.

PA
Wow um-okay. What's this package about?

FM [Off Screen]
Boston. Just talk about what you like about
Boston.

PA [To Cam]
Okay, Good evening and welcome to
[Channel Name]. Today is a brisk day in
Boston! I'm [Danielle]. Sorry for the
miscommunication, but our original host
was not able to make it today, so I will be
filling in! Anyways, our original host was
supposed to talk to you all about their
favorite parts about Boston, But I’m gonna
do the opposite.
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PA
This is my first year in Boston, and it’s
definitely been an adjustment. Since I'm
from Los Angeles, everything in Boston is

new to me.

PA
Of course, Boston is a great city but it

definitely has its issues. Like for instance
public transportation. Oh here’s a friendly
reminder from someone who has waited for
the T countless amount of times. If you plan
to take the MBTA subway to go out, please

give it plenty of downtime.

PA
Next off, let’s talk about the traffic. It

usually takes longer to drive somewhere
here than to walk there. In L.A. That is

definitely not the case.

PA
Boston has a lot of traffic in the evening
rush hour, especially in Chinatown and
Newbury streets. Don't try to challenge

them.

PA
I guess I have always admired the drivers in
Boston. They really face a lot every day:

traffic, narrow lanes, and the daily routine of
not being able to find a parking lot. Also
bikes, I swear those guys just think they

have control over the entire road.

PA
Even though the traffic is horrible in L.A.,
you always know what to expect when

driving on certain roads.
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Countdown to Black

BLACK ALL STOP

OH and, how do people stand Boston
winters? This year hasn't been as bad as
normal, but I truly do not know how

Bostonians handle the constant cold and
horrific wind chill!

PA
Here in Boston, I have learned that it’s

crucial to get out as much as you can in the
fall because in the winter, you will

sometimes be fully trapped in your room.

PA
Oh, and don't even get me started with the
new 10 million dollar MLK sculpture in the

Common.

PA
Anyways, I think that’s all of the time we
have today but thank you all for joining me

on this wild interview ride!

Credits Roll


